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Regional Reports | FEATURES as a self-generated hermetic singularity directed to a reader lacking memory or foresight (some exceptions are noted below).
Th eatre art has changed in Vancouver. Well, actually, most of it hasn't. Conventional theatre has carried forward its modernist habits, unexamined and unchanged, for half a century or more. But over the past twenty years or so a vital alternative has emerged-a network of devising companies that have garnered national and international attention. Each of these companies has arrived at its current practices via historical lineages that sometimes overlap with, but more often diff er radically from, those of modernist drama theatre. Together they have come, in this writer's point of view, to defi ne what is best about Vancouver theatre in a way that the mainstream theatre hasn't.
Th eatre historian David Wiles writes that "one can only view the past from the viewpoint of the present, so the question becomes, which present" (132). When dealing with the "present" of conventional theatre, a typical Vancouver review rarely acknowledges historical precedent, the infl uence of contemporary practice, or the way the work is situated in its local context. At best there is an occasional reference to an icon like Samuel Beckett or Harold Pinter. When dealing with the present of postdramatic theatre, the situation is even worse. Critics struggle to articulate what they've encountered, seemingly unaware of the postdramatic discourse that would off er them tools to fully engage. Critical language best suited to drama theatre is misapplied to the hybrid, cross-disciplinary work of devising companies.
Can it be diff erent? In MashUp: Th e Birth of Modern Culture , the Vancouver Art Gallery's monograph following on from its recent show of the same name, the work of curation is described as a "response to urgent and specifi c contemporary cultural conditions which demand new curatorial methodologies embracing interdisciplinarity, collaboration and co-production" (Grenville 20) . Th e infl uence of the visual arts on theatre aesthetics over the past century and a half, from the Symbolists to the present, is undeniable, and the terms interdisciplinarity , collaboration , and co-production are apt descriptions of what is progressive in Vancouver theatre. Th e MashUp exhibit takes hybridity to a new level-collage, fi lm, sampling, hip hop, installation, and so on, cross-pollinating their crosspollinations. Th is parallels the greater level of interdisciplinarity occurring in the Vancouver devising scene. It's no longer a matter of theatre borrowing a little from dance or hiring a visual artist to create a set. Interdisciplinarity means a theatre project can be initiated by a sound designer or video artist (this is, incidentally, refl ected in the new Canada Council mandate, which no longer preserves traditional disciplines). Each theatre critic who fails to respond with urgency to the rapidly developing conditions of contemporary theatremaking plays a part in holding the art form back. It's too late for an urgent critical response, but maybe a belated one is in order. On a positive note, there has been some movement of late.
Print media
Just prior to the Internet age, the Vancouver Sun , the Province , the Georgia Straight , and the Vancouver Courier were the main sources of print criticism in the city. Most reviews amounted to consumer reports that summarized plots and off ered very subjective assessments of the acting-while displaying little or no knowledge of actor training traditions, styles, or genres. Reviewers showed an inability, as they still do, to parse the various elements of a performance (script from acting, directing from lighting design, etc.). A performance was treated as a literary product interpreted by actors (which was usually close to the truth) or as a synthetic whole, a mini-Gesamtkunstwerk somehow beyond the tools of incisive analysis. Hence the confusion at the arrival of non-synthetic, postdramatic theatre.
Of the three major local dailies still operating, only the Vancouver Sun continues to generate reviews with regularity. Erika Th orkelson has been a bright spot. She's politically astute, off ers sharp analysis of text and acting, and makes short but honest forays into scenographic elements. Colin Th omas and Jo Ledingham have been longtime fi xtures at the weekly Georgia Straight and the biweekly Vancouver Courier , respectively. Over the years Th omas's insistence on a purely "subjective" approach, unencumbered by theatre history, performance theory, or any aesthetic criteria other than classical narrative structure, has often reduced his critiques to cleverly written consumer reports.
1 Ledingham has maintained a genuine curiosity about new developments, so that her writing has the feel of a conversation with an equally curious reader. While both of these writers have tended to use psychological character development as a benchmark for what's presented as truth, they've recently shown an appreciation for non-narrative and even scenographically minded performances. Th ey could both use a primer in devised and postdramatic theatre.
Websites/Blogs
Th ese tend to be written by amateur enthusiasts and consist of plot summaries with supportive comments about the actors. Th e outstanding exceptions are Vancouverplays.com by University of British Columbia professor (and fi lm and stage actor) Jerry Wasserman (full disclosure: he was my MA and PhD advisor), and Performance, Place, and Politics by Simon Fraser University professor Peter Dickinson. Wasserman, with decades of reviewing for the CBC and local dailies under his belt, is dramaturgically insightful and politically informed, and he has deep historical knowledge of drama theatre and the local scene. Unfortunately, postdramatic theatre isn't his thing. Dickinson, more than any other local writer, is interested in hybrid contemporary performance. He's fully capable of dismantling a text-based show but seems to prefer the multi-sensory pleasures of hard-to-categorize hybrids, including contemporary dance crossovers.
For the past few years Baird Blackstone at BrokenLegReviews has been writing the most comprehensive reviews in the region, attempting to do justice to every part of a performance, from lights to costumes. Cecilia Lu and Cassady Ranford seem to be making a go of it at VancityBuzz , but the site seems to serve primarily as an attractor for advertising dollars. I suspect, however, that it has greater reach, especially among young readers, than most of the blogs mentioned above. Mark Robins has been a solid contributor for many years through Vancouver Presents , GayVancouver.net , and 
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Daily Xtra . Finally, Australia's RealTime Arts online magazine, for which I write an annual roundup of the PuSh Festival and other occasional pieces, puts the scene in an international perspective. I think its main readership in Vancouver is other artists and perhaps a portion of the PuSh Festival audience.
I end with RealTime Arts (now in its twenty-second year), not because I write for it, but because of its remit, which is "innovation in performance (live art, experimental theatre, dance, music, sound), photomedia, fi lm, video, interactive media and hybrid arts" (RealTime Arts). Innovative theatre and dance are key features of every issue, but these are in dialogue with other art forms, and the writers keep this in mind. Contrary to modernist notions of the autonomous artwork, a theatre performance doesn't emerge from a void. It has kinship with other theatre works and other art forms. It has a past as well as a present. And maybe, with the kind of astute reviews that expand a reader's understanding, it will have a future.
Note 1 "As this issue went to press, Colin Th omas wrote on his personal blog that he had been fi red from the Georgia Straight, and that he will continue to post reviews on his blog. Jerry Wasserman is now writing reviews for the Vancouver Sun. Edmonton, where the North American fringe theatre movement was born in the early 1980s, has always enjoyed a reputation as being the strongest theatre community in western Canada. At one time, the city had four dedicated theatre critics, at the Edmonton Journal (Liz Nicholls) and the Sun (freelancer Colin MacLean), as well as Vue and See magazines. Now it's been reduced to longtime Journal critic Nicholls alone-her reviews and previews currently run in both papers-along with a few reviews by MacLean in Gig City , as well as What It Is , a local podcast that profi les the city's theatre scene. "It seems," Nicholls says, "like there's a dearth of voices when it comes to reviewing here."
Works Cited
In Saskatoon and Regina, the daily papers each employ a single paid critic, while bloggers try to provide alternative critical voices. "For the most part," says Saskatoon Star-Phoenix critic Cam Fuller, "we've been a 'one newspaper town,' and TV and radio don't opinionize as far as I know." Saskatoon also off ers a community radio show on CFCR hosted by Jenna-Lee Hyde and 'm a Th espian , which features interviews and coverage-but no reviews-of the city's theatre scene. Th ere's also an alternative weekly, Planet S , that does off er some theatre coverage, but not a lot in the way of reviews (Fuller). In Regina, Leader-Post critic Jeff Dedekker occupies much the same position as Fuller in Saskatoon, Hobson in Calgary, and Nicholls in Edmonton. "I would say I'm the only one in the city who does it on a regular basis," says Dedekker. "We've got an independent biweekly called Th e Prairie Dog , and they kind of pick and choose [which shows they cover]. We've got a website here called Regina Reviews , and, again, they kind of pick and choose, and it's all done by freelancers or private citizens."
Th e lone outlier to the western Canadian trend of downsized or diminished theatre criticism appears to be Winnipeg, according to Royal Manitoba Th eatre Centre General Manager Camilla Holland. "For a mid-size market," Holland says, "we're still fortunate to have two dedicated theatre reviewers at the Winnipeg Free Press [Randall King] and CBC Radio [Joff Schmidt]. We [also] have a number of active bloggers in the marketplace and we encourage that engagement." Some of those digital spaces that cover arts intermittently include Pepper and Vine , Only in the Peg , Manitoba Hot , and Spectator Tribune (Brigg). Holland continues, What is perhaps more signifi cant than reviews, is the dedication in the local media market to arts and cultural coverage in general; plays, operas, concerts, festivals, ballets, and exhibits are seen as opportunities for previews, interviews, and pre-event coverage. While it doesn't necessarily contribute to the state of theatre criticism, the fact that the arts are still prominent in Winnipeg's local media coverage is heartening. Our one lingering regret is that the media outlets who used to commit to reviewing all the Winnipeg Fringe Th eatre Festival shows are now shrinking that coverage. While the reviewers themselves may not have extensive theatre backgrounds, the fact that even shows by new and emerging artists were reviewed was a boon to the artists and the audiences. We'll miss that wide coverage.
Where is theatre criticism in western Canada headed? Toward an absence of the kinds of discourse that once characterized their communities, from the sounds of one of the Prairies' leading theatre practitioners. Edmonton-based composer and playwright Jonathan Christenson, the creator of Nevermore , a musical about Edgar Allan Poe that has been produced across Canada, as well off -Broadway and in London's West End, echoes Nicholls's point of view:
Not to sound like an old man, but it feels like the new reality is that we just don't have the same level of discourse.… Th eatre itself is struggling in many ways, for audiences and relevance. So you have these two parallel media forms [theatre and newspapers] that are both feeling under threat-and I think it sometimes leads us to be scared to engage in a really critical conversation because you don't want to turn anyone off . 
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Christenson concludes, "I hate to think we're going to end up with a situation where there's no real critical discourse at all, like it's just sort of like, so and so's doing a play, it's a lot of fun-and you should go." 
Works Cited

Toronto's Changing of the Old Guard by Martin Morrow
Th e scene: Toronto's Princess of Wales Th eatre on an opening night, circa 2014. A grey-haired gentleman in stylish eyeglasses strolls down the centre of the orchestra level and takes his customary aisle seat. A few rows behind, a man points to him, turns to his companion, and says, "See that guy? Th at's Richard Ouzounian, the theatre critic of the Toronto Star . He's the most powerful person in this theatre right now. What he says about this show in tomorrow's paper will decide whether it's a hit or a fl op."
When I overheard that remark, I was both amused and surprised. Who knew that the image of the one all-powerful theatre critic was still alive and kicking, even in the era of dying newspapers and thriving social media? And in Toronto, too? For most of us, it belongs to Broadway lore and Hollywood movies: George Sanders as the godlike Addison DeWitt in All about Eve or, most recently, Lindsay Duncan's evil-queen critic in the 2014 Oscarwinning theatre comedy Birdman , who vows to kill the hero's play.
Whether or not the chief critic of the Star has ever had the same play-slaying capabilities, it's true that his or her opinion has traditionally carried a lot of weight just by virtue of the fact that the paper enjoys the largest circulation in Toronto-and Canada (Maloney) . Ouzounian, who retired from reviewing at the end of 2015 after fi fteen years with the Star , has boasted of being able Alex Furber (foreground) and Brad Cook (background) in the Canadian premiere of War Horse (2012). Mirvish Productions' John Karastamatis estimates that Richard Ouzounian's review of the production for the Toronto Star elicited 10,000 online views.
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Regional Reports | FEATURES to break box-offi ce phone lines with a rave review. But the days of the almighty critic may be numbered as staff cuts and dwindling revenues take their toll on Toronto's newspapers. In 2012, the Toronto Sun 's longtime critic, John Coulbourn, retired and was not replaced. In 2014, the Grid (formerly EYE Weekly ), Toronto's second major alternative weekly, folded, further reducing the city's print theatre coverage.
At the same time, however, the amount of theatre reviewing on the Internet has increased, much of it in the form of blogs and websites from both seasoned pros and enthusiastic amateurs. Th e upstart crow among these online voices is Megan Mooney's ambitious Mooney on Th eatre . Launched in 2008 as a solo eff ort by Mooney, who was also writing about theatre for BlogTO , it has grown into a substantial website with a four-person editorial team and twenty-two regular contributors-all of them volunteers. Th e site is known both for its exhaustive coverage of the Toronto scene and for its distinctively naïve tone. Th e typical Mooney on Th eatre review sounds like a workmate at the water cooler telling you about a neat play she saw the other night. As Mooney states on her site, it's all part of a "grandiose goal … to demystify theatre" for the average reader ("Our Story"). Although she herself has a drama degree from the University of Guelph, she encourages her writers to use an experiential approach, avoiding, as she puts it, "theatre jargon and deep critical analysis" ("Answers").
While some have dismissed it as the "Rob Ford of theatre criticism"-in reference to Toronto's late populist mayor-a theatre community hungry for publicity has legitimized the site in recent years, increasingly quoting its reviews in advertising and sharing them through social media. However, it's hardly in the same league as the big media outlets when it comes to readership. According to Mooney, the entire site averages about 14,000 user sessions per month, but just one Toronto Star theatre review can have as many as 10,000 online views, never mind its print readers.
John Karastamatis, the veteran communications director for Mirvish Productions, Toronto's biggest commercial producer, dismisses theatre blogs as having little eff ect on sales and says social media is just tweeting to the choir. It's still the reviews in the major dailies that can make a diff erence at the box offi ce, but even these, with declining readership, have less clout than they once did. He blames the media itself for that decline: "Instead of creating more content with even more compelling reasons to read it, the managers of traditional media have focused on slashing jobs and cutting back on coverage."
As a result of all this downsizing, the paid professional theatre critic has become an endangered species. York University drama professor Don Rubin saw the writing on the wall a decade ago, when he pulled the plug on his long-popular criticism course, which he had helped launch in 1970 with legendary Toronto Star critic Nathan Cohen. "I felt that I would be kidding the students if I kept trying to convince them that they were training for a professional career," Rubin says.
Toronto's remaining pros have fought back against their waning infl uence by establishing the Toronto Th eatre Critics' Awards. Founded in 2011 at the instigation of the Globe and Mail 's J. Kelly Nestruck, the circle currently consists of critics from the Globe , the Toronto Star , and the National Post ; the leading alternative weekly, NOW Toronto ; and the digital news site Torontoist . Although the awards have steadily increased in profi le, they've also come under attack for their predominantly white male membership.
1 Th at changed in 2016 thanks to one bright ray on the bleak critical landscape: the Star 's decision to replace Ouzounian with two female critics, Carly Maga and Karen Fricker.
Toronto's theatre community largely welcomed the appointments, but concerns remain that the big-media critics wield too Aislinn Rose, General Manager of the Theatre Centre and independent producer. Rose has experimented with how the media and public are invited to engage with theatre, most recently with the opening of Factory Theatre's 2014 production of Adam Lazarus and Guillermo Verdecchia's The Art of Building a Bunker .
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As a result of all this downsizing, the paid professional theatre critic has become an endangered species. ctr 168 fall 2016 FEATURES | Regional Reports much power. Aislinn Rose, General Manager of the Th eatre Centre and an independent producer who has been actively involved in attempts to lessen the critics' infl uence on shows (see Fricker) , believes the real problem is with reviews that pronounce judgments from on high. " [M] y biggest critique of the critics is that they often don't seem to be interested in sparking conversation or debate," she says. "If something troubled or confused the reviewer, there's rarely an inquiry as to why."
No one, however, is cheering for the demise of critics per se. Love 'em or hate 'em, they're essential to the arts. "Artists and critics need each other," Karastamatis declares. "Th ey have a symbiotic relationship that has developed over millennia of art creation. Th e mainstream traditional media has fulfi lled this for all of the 20th century, and because of it, all the arts have fl ourished. I'm in mourning for the future. But I hope I am wrong." Critics' Circle posted a devastating review of a dance show, it was revealed that he had in fact seen only the dancers' pre-show warm-up and left his seat after ten minutes. 1 As an interdisciplinary theatre artist, I was especially peeved by this reviewer's lack of awareness about the conventions of contemporary dance or dance theatre. Arts practitioners across the city cited this review as an example of a perceived lack of both professionalism and cultural education among independent "new media" theatre critics. Th e review was surprising, since the Capital Critics' Circle is associated with both the Canadian and International Associations of Th eatre Critics and claims to conform to their codes of ethics.
Notes
Rachel Eugster, an actor and founding partner of the independent theatre collective Bear & Co., describes an imbalance between Ottawa's "increasingly accomplished theatre community" and a critical community that has insuffi cient resources to cover "the astonishing number of shows across a wide array of genres and styles." Ottawa has just four paid arts critics. Patrick Langston, the only one writing in English, contributes regular freelance theatre reviews to the Ottawa Citizen , while also covering general arts topics and the housing industry. Langston, on his own, covers all the theatre productions at the National Arts Centre and Great Canadian Th eatre Company; half of the work at the curated professional festivals like undercurrents ; twenty per cent of the professional work independently produced at the Gladstone Th eatre; and twenty per cent of shows at the Fringe Festival. Francophone artists seem better served, with two paid critics working for Le Droit and one for Radio-Canada, yet they are not theatre specialists and are often uncomfortable with innovation. Consequently, edgy Franco-Ontarian work, which already draws small audiences in this majority anglophone region, is at a disadvantage.
Langston recalls the early 1980s, when CBC Ottawa had two theatre critics and the Ottawa Citizen employed one reviewer in English and one in French. But while the number of professional critics has decreased since that time, the volume of theatre to critique has increased substantially. Nowadays, most professional theatre companies in Ottawa are independent, and since very few benefi t from operating funding, they rely on ticket sales to cover wages, venue rentals, and promotional costs. For Ottawa practitioners, the fact that "professional" critics have largely been replaced by an ever-changing group of self-appointed bloggers has led to a feeling that those loud critical voices impact our revenues and careers even more unfairly than if they were "paid professionals" governed by a code of conduct. In the age of blogging, anyone can call themselves a reviewer-and, indeed, many do; for example, Apt. 613 engages volunteer bloggers so that all Fringe shows are reviewed, and the local blogosphere also includes Th e New Ottawa Critics , Th e Visitorium , Th eatre Ottawa , and Onstage Ottawa .
With the hope of training a new generation of skilled cultural workers, Professor Yana Meerzon teaches a practical class on theatre criticism at the University of Ottawa. For Meerzon, the critic's opinion must stem from his or her curiosity and profound knowledge of theatre: "Th e critic must understand how [the production] works [and] must be able to speak the same language as the artist who made it. He/she must be knowledgeable about ctr 168 fall 2016
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Kat Fournier is a former student of Meerzon's whose MA work in theatre studies at York University focused on criticism. A reviewer with Capital Critics' Circle and co-host of the arts and culture podcast Just Another Gala , Fournier explains that her job is to attend shows "as a journalist and critical voice, not as a patron and not as a paid PR person. To mistake this relationship for a publicity exchange is so baffl ingly narrow-sighted. To be clear: the role of arts writers-a unique and odd role perhaps-is not to get you more ticket sales. And frankly, it won't."
But what if there were a deeper sense of shared purpose? Eric Coates at Great Canadian Th eatre Company initiated the "Embedded Critics" program, which invites critics into a production's rehearsal process; in return, the critic is expected to attend a performance early enough in the run for the review to be useful to potential audiences (see Fricker's article in this issue for a further exploration of the practices of embedded criticism). Coates wants to off er a bridge between practitioners and reviewers in order to encourage a positive change in the local critical landscape. Coates is "frustrated by reviews that provide little more than a synopsis with a few non-specifi c criticisms of the work tacked on. Unfortunately, with such a dearth of space available in the newspaper, the default to an insouciant quip regularly takes the place of thoughtful critique." Th oughtful critique is at the heart of what, for Fournier, is the "adjacent" role of arts reviewers: "arts journalism is as much about holding artists and arts institutions accountable for their work (which [can be] publicly funded) as it is about encouraging a critical and engaged populace."
For his part, Langston is adamant that while the number of paid reviewers and the length of reviews have changed over time in Ottawa, the role of the theatre critic has not: "My role remains the same: to off er objective commentary on productions." But can a critic truly be objective? Practitioners doubt that this is possible, since art is inherently experienced through a person's individual subjectivity. Jillian Keiley, Artistic Director of English theatre at the National Arts Centre, wishes critics would admit their own biases and stop pretending they don't have any: "No one really has the authority to say a piece of art IS good or bad, no matter how educated they are. It can only ever be in their opinion. Th e for me is essential, and readers can decide if they align or not. For me , Jillian Keiley's direction turns a powerful story into mishmash. Fair enough. For me , this is the best Shakespeare. Fantastic." Overall, there is a disconnect in Ottawa between the priorities of practitioners and those of the critics. Practitioners want audiences to attend their shows, and a bad review might result in poor attendance. Consequently, reviewers think that revenue is what artists care about. While it is true that artists depend on revenue for our livelihood, it is not why we make work, so why should box-offi ce remuneration be our main interest from the critical landscape? My pitch is for a more robust arts journalism that highlights interesting aspects of the work, off ers interviews with members of the creative and production teams, and discusses noteworthy aspects of the genre, style, writing, production, and so on. I crave arts criticism that offers a way into the world of the work and nurtures a thriving cultural community. 
About the Author
Sarah Waisvisz is a theatremaker and academic. Her current artistic projects include her one-woman show Monstrous , which theatricalizes her PhD dissertation on mixed-race identity and Caribbean resistance. She has published on art, theatre, and human rights in College Literature , Canadian Literature , and Th e Routledge Companion to Literature and Human Rights .
Quebec Theatre Criticism: A 2016 Portrait by Sylvain Lavoie
In Canadian Th eatre Review 163, Karen Fricker discussed how the emergence of new media has reshaped the exercise of cultural criticism in Canada, and La Belle Province is no exception. I here off er a snapshot of the current situation in Quebec, which reveals that since Gilbert David undertook the same exercise in 1988 ("Notes"; in Canadian Th eatre Review 57), relatively little has changed. (2010), was likely a contributing factor to the demise of the four Montreal-based cultural weeklies in the course of a few years; all that remains of these is Voir , which, after seeing four of its six regional editions (Mauricie, Estrie, Saguenay, and GatineauOttawa) disappear, in January 2016 became a monthly magazine for the Montreal and Quebec City regions. Editor-in-Chief Simon Jodoin described its fi rst monthly print issue as "a little bit of resistance" against the cultural trend toward exclusively online coverage.
Other than the price, there is little diff erence between Voir (a free publication) and Jeu, the only periodical dedicated to theatre in Quebec. Jeu underwent plastic surgery in 2014 to coincide with its 150th issue, a move clearly intended to attract a broader audience. To explain the makeover, Editor-in-Chief Christian Saint-Pierre declared that "the articles, without losing any of their rigour, are shorter than before," and that "the format of the magazine now refl ects, better than ever before, the dynamism of its content and the passion of those who make it." More beautiful than ever, Jeu is now branded, greeting its readers (as does Voir ) with an original photograph of an artist on the front cover and featuring an extremely rigid layout.
Voir and Jeu also have in common the complete withdrawal of review coverage from their pages. Th is happened gradually at Voir over nearly a decade, while Jeu started to post reviews online in October 2011 and has been doing so exclusively since that 150th issue. Th is separation of feature articles (in the print version) and critiques of shows (on the web platform) certainly invites critical scrutiny; 2 only time will tell if such a strategy is eff ective. In the meantime, it's important to underline that until very recently Voir 's sections "Scène" and "Cinéma" (Stage and Screen) were well reported, as its editor, Philippe Couture, consistently applied critical rigour to productions and the complex relations that shape the milieu (Couture left Voir in August 2016, and it not clear yet what impact this will have on "Scène" and "Cinéma" coverage). As for Jeu , the shows are treated à la pièce . Th e quality of critiques varies with the large range of its collaborators; a few stand out, while many do not, getting the job done with no real signature-just like many of our institutional theatre companies. An inconsistent level of writing also characterizes Le Devoir , whose motto is "Libre de penser" (Free to think). Lately, with, for instance, its "Cahiers de la rentrée culturelle" (special sections for the opening of the cultural season), the leading intellectual daily seems to be suff ering from the same illness as Radio-Canada: the aunty-ization of some of its information.
3 I must add a caveat, however, that this trend did not apply to Alexandre Cadieux, who until early autumn 2016 wrote a very intelligent weekly column for Le Devoir , and continues to contribute articles about theatre to that publication.
Le Journal de Montréal relies on an aviation specialist, Louise Bourbonnais, for its theatre reviews. Although she is slowly improving-which is certainly not always the case in such situations-her sometimes hilarious reviews land in the Le Journal de Québec too, setting the tone for the Québecor family. 4 In Quebec City, the respected critic Jean St-Hilaire retired in 2009 after nearly a quarter of a century at Le Soleil , which remains the main media outlet in the capital for comment on theatre activity; Geneviève Bouchard is its current principal critic. Th eatre in the Ottawa-Gatineau region, thanks to Le Droit -with Valérie Lessard in charge of the arts section-usually receives excellent treatment. Other newspapers owned by Capitales Médias 5 do not have a dedicated theatre section, which is somewhat to be expected, as many regions see only a small number of artistic productions.
Most worrying is the constant deterioration of the attention some outlets give to theatre. Celebrity culture has also come to dominate La Presse, Quebec's leading newspaper in terms of readership. La Presse is also the only newspaper in Quebec, as of January 2016, to have stopped publishing a printed edition on weekdays. We see this happening to Radio-Canada as well. Th e corporation, blaming violent budget cuts during Stephen Harper's reign, 6 has butchered cultural content and increasingly off ers mind-numbing programs featuring minor stars hired to shine but not, it seems, to produce anything bright. Both La Presse and Radio-Canada, when not simply entertaining, are strong in delivering information but quite poor at casting light on artistic practices and processes. Regional Reports | FEATURES analyses of productions and our theatre ecology.
8 Given their frequency, however, they scrutinize only a small portion of the more than 500 productions staged each year in Quebec.
9 Th eir reviews are primarily written by scholars, and mostly emergent ones; senior university professors will rarely write publicly about theatre activity.
Very little work has been undertaken by researchers about contemporary criticism in Quebec: a master's thesis (Primeau) was written about Robert Lévesque, probably our best-known critic, who was also the subject of a documentary, 10 both in 2008. A few years earlier, in 2005, former critic Anne-Marie Cloutier published Le dépit amoureux , which featured testimonies by artists and critics about their visions of this practice. In her 2014 volume Métier Critique, Catherine Voyer-Léger explored cultural criticism and its place in the public sphere. A few more articles compose the remainder of the corpus about Quebec theatre criticism; much more can and should be written about this precarious fi eld of activity.
Notes
1
My assessment includes only French-language media outlets. I do not wish to discount the important work happening in Englishlanguage criticism in Montreal but am rather responding to the limited space I have to summarize such a broad and complex reality. All the translations of quotations I use here are mine.
2 Some strongly believe that this is a way to prevent any possible negative critiques from sapping advertising revenues. Th e reverse could also be true, however, in that the immediacy of the web, in an era where visibility is paramount, might encourage companies to spend their advertising dollars there.
3
In Quebec, a favourite childhood saying is matante (aunty), a contraction of ma (my) and tante (aunt). Th e expression designates, in the adult world, a rather bourgeois person who is probably fond of their newspaper's living section, and who prefers watching television to theatre … unless famous actors are on the stage. 6 I am not convinced that the cuts, as brutal as they were, explain everything, for the corporation has shown ever-increasing alignment with commercial broadcasters-an approach that has led to considerable public criticism. It will be interesting to see if the money that Justin Trudeau's government has promised to put back into CBC/ Radio-Canada will result in the return of richer cultural content. In Toronto, one of the biggest assets theatre bloggers have is that they are able to see a wider variety of theatre than their counterparts in print journalism. In a city where it is impossible for one person to see every production, bloggers have the freedom to attend a greater diversity of productions, including independent, developmental, and experimental theatre. In Halifax, it is rare that I attend a show where I don't see either Elissa Barnard or Andrea Nemetz from the Chronicle Herald or Kate Watson from the Coast in the audience. In this market, my biggest asset is my experience, both my MA in theatre studies and my work as an actor and a playwright. I am the only person in Halifax reviewing theatre who has this background. At the Herald Barnard and Nemetz are called "arts reporters," not critics. As journalists, their job is to report on theatre as part of the city's entertainment news. Watson doesn't consider herself a critic either: "I think a critic brings a diff erent body of knowledge and writes with a diff erent intent.… As a reviewer … my primary function [is] providing information about a play.… What is it about? Do I recommend it? A more detailed review can put a play in more context."
Our disparate experiences lead to diff erences in style. Barnard and Nemetz write previews and reviews, both of which promote the events in our community. Halifax is not traditionally a theatregoing city and is home to many emerging theatre companies, so an outlet that is predominantly a champion is a welcome ally for theatre practitioners. Watson gives more constructive criticism in the Coast , although at 150-400 words, she is more pressed for space. As a blogger I don't have a word limit. My reviews seek to engage with local theatre in a way that both encourages it to fl ourish and also looks critically and dramaturgically at all elements of the work and situates it within broader social-political frameworks. I also write pieces that explore the ways that we, as a community, can improve the economic and artistic conditions in our city-this presents a complex challenge in Nova Scotia, however, as there are large numbers of theatre artists here, a limited number of active theatregoers, and very few fi nancial opportunities. Barnard, Nemetz, Watson, and I work well together in Halifax, as we present diff erent types of theatre coverage, all of which is benefi cial.
Th e biggest challenge that theatre bloggers face in any city is economic. Most try to monetize their blog by selling advertising space, which requires time and a knack for sales, and is contingent on the size of the readership. For me, between being a theatre critic, publicist, administrative assistant, webmaster, and aspiring networking tycoon, TWISI was already more than a full-time job in Toronto, but I didn't have a salary. When I moved to Halifax, TWISI 's readership had reached 100,000 unique visitors and I was confi dent it would be a viable business venture. I soon realized, however, that the culture of disseminating and discussing theatre reviews-even those that panned productions entirely-that gave TWISI the free distribution needed to grow its readership in Toronto does not exist in Halifax. Th us, it is extremely diffi cult for an independent theatre critic to make a living here. In a city
The Bus Stop Theatre, a performance venue founded in 2003 that plays host to many of Halifax's independent theatre companies.
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Regional Reports | FEATURES used to glowing notices and where theatre practitioners are usually their own publicists, critical reviews are often ignored by theatre companies and therefore get little distribution beyond the blog's immediate reach. Many newer theatre companies have yet to fi nd an audience, so even when they share blog reviews their reach is limited to a narrow demographic of theatre artists, their immediate friends, and family. As a critic it puts me in a precarious position: if I publish false, favourable reviews, I may be able to make a living doing what I love in the city I love, but if I speak the truth, I should move back to Toronto. Th is is a very old dilemma; before Confederation, Joseph Howe, a Haligonian journalist, reportedly was one of the few in the country who would "publish critical reviews despite the potential loss of advertising revenue" (Wagner 16). His solution was to go into politics.
On 23 January 2016, the Halifax Typographical Union, which represents Nemetz and Barnard, went on strike.
1 Th is has left Watson's reviews in the Coast as largely the only voice in theatre criticism in Halifax. Elsewhere in Atlantic Canada, the situation is similar, often with just one theatre critic at the capital city's newspaper off ering her or his perspective: Ken Chisholm at the Cape Breton Post , Dr. Gordon Jones at the St. John's Telegraph , Lennie MacPherson at the Charlottetown Guardian , and Lori Gallagher at the St. John Telegraph-Journal . St. John's sometimes gets monthly reviews from Emily Deming Martin in the Overcast , and Sydney gets some reviews on a blog called Doktor Luke's , but there is certainly room for online theatre criticism in Atlantic Canada to grow. Th eatre benefi ts from a plurality of opinion, and theatre criticism benefi ts from dialogue, not just between the critic and the public, but between critics as well. Atlantic Canadian theatre is growing, and theatre criticism must be allowed to grow alongside it, each inspiring, challenging, and daring the other to be better.
Note
1 At press time, the Halifax Typographical Union remains on strike.
Striking Halifax Chronicle Herald newsroom and news bureau staff founded LocalXpress.ca in early 2016 as an online news and community information site. Run by a small group of volunteers, the site is not able to include theatre reviews. 
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